
2014 San Joaquin Valley Special Awards 

Spirit of Discovery & Imagination Award 

Challenge C (Individual) – Alison Liu & Christopher Liu 

Volunteerism is often a thankless job. In the midst of the chaos, we call a “tournament”, it’s special 

people that step I to fill a role and make the day run smoother. When and over-burden team manager 

couldn’t cover the teams volunteer door job, this school coordinator and son stepped up to help. This 

coordinator had seven of her own teams to cover and had no obligation to this team. When it was time 

for this young man to work elsewhere, his mother took over the job. Unfortunately, later another 

schedule miscommunication left the door unmanned and guess who came back? 

For outstanding volunteerism, acting as a superior role model, we nominate Alison & Christopher Liu, 

representing Riverview Elementary for the Spirit of DI Award. 

Challenge D (Individual) –  Terry Walker, Riverview Elementary, Fresno 

This person was the check in Appraiser for ML Challenge D. He was a great cheerleader for all teams, 

encouraging them to practice outdoors while they waited. The kids were all cheered up and very 

exhubrient. A great experience for all the kids and parents. 

The DaVinci Award 

Challenge A (EL) – Bronze Broncos 105-10631, Riverview Elementary 

Team used a unique, creative way of detecting objects in the containers. They were the only team to use 

weights and water to detect objects, which made the empty containers float to the top. Most other 

tams used magnets. This was very creative! We all agreed on our decision to nominate this team. 

Challenge D (EL) – Webster DI Dragons, Webster Elementary 

This team’s history lesson broke the mold and brought new life to the classroom by implementing the 

use of a human prop time machine. Composed of two team members, this time machine utilized their 

arms, legs, add other extremities to make their character from the past travel through time to a current 

day classroom for a firsthand look at the life of a blacksmith from the 1800’s.  The team created clap 

codes during their four minute prep time as a method of communication to cue certain aspects of the 

time machine, such as revealing a keyboard, raising a door, and cuing the blacksmith to travel through 

the time machine. By incorporating their research this team creatively solved their pandemonium by 

having the blacksmith bang an imaginary hammer on an anvil to spook the trainer’s horse which in turn 

would scare away the singing cats. This team showed exceptional creativity not only in their planning 

but also in the execution of their performance. 

Due to this teams unique approach to solving the problem, we nominate the Webster DI Dragons for the 

DaVinci Award for Outstanding Creativity 


